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Priority Patrols:
The priorities this month were ASB use of vehicles, ASB in Betty Eastwood Park and speeding
throughout the parish.

Crimes:
Calder Grove
There were five reported crimes in Calder Grove. Of these two were classed as a serious
acquisitive crimes.
The first was a theft of motor vehicle from an address on Denby Dale Road. A Vauxhall Astra has
been stolen from the address with the keys and has not been located. The investigation is still
ongoing.
The second was an attempt theft of motor vehicle on Hollin Lane where the suspect/s have tried to
remove a scooter from the driveway, but were unable to do so because the victim had blocked the
gate with their vehicle. All lines of enquiry have been completed and the crime has been filed.
The other crimes consisted of a damage at Primrose Lane, an assault at Cedar Court and a theft
(other) on Milton Close.

Chapelthorpe
There was one reported crime in Chapelthorpe.
This was a burglary residential on Church Lane where the suspect gained entry by forcing a
window and once inside conducted an untidy search and stole jewellery. All lines of enquiry have
been completed and no suspect/s have been identified.

Crigglestone
There were fifteen reported crimes in Crigglestone. Of these six were classed as serious
acquisitive crimes.
The first was a burglary residential on Daw Lane where the suspect has gained entry via the rear
french doors and stolen property including a iPad and jewellery. All lines of enquiry have been
completed and no suspect/s have been identified.
The second was a burglary residential at Hollin Lane where the suspect has smashed the glass in
a french door, search the house and stolen various items including jewellery and computer
equipment. The suspect has been arrested and the investigation is still ongoing.
The third was an attempted burglary business/community at Mackie Hill School where the
suspect/s has tried to gain entry by causing damage to the roof and door, but failed. All lines of
enquiry have been completed and the crime has been filed.
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The fourth was a burglary business/community on Painthorpe Lane where the suspect has broken
into a fast food trailer at locus, made an untidy search and made off stealing nothing. At this time
no suspect/s are linked and the crime has been filed.
The fifth was a burglary residential on Painthorpe Lane where the suspect has forced entry to the
building and stolen items from the garage. The suspect has been arrested and charged with this
offence.
The last was a burglary business/community at Mackie Hill School where the suspect/s have
broken in by forcing a wooden door and made an untidy search of the kitchen before attempting to
force another door and leaving. At this stage it is not believed that anything was stolen, but the
investigation is still ongoing.
The other crimes consisted of public order offences on Mackie Road and High Street, a damage
on Cliff Road, a harassment on Hollin Lane, an assault on Aberfield Drive, an assault on High
Street, a theft (other) on Hollin Lane, a vehicle interference on Garden Terrace and an attempted
theft (other) on Hollin Drive.
Durkar
There were three reported crimes in Durkar. Of these one was classed as a serious acquisitive
crime.
This was a theft from motor vehicle on Appleton Court where the suspect/s have gained entry to a
van by unknown means and stolen tools from inside. All lines of enquiry have been completed and
no suspect/s have been identified.
The other crimes consisted of a theft from shop on Denby Dale Road East and a malicious
communication on Denby Dale Road.
Hall Green
There were ten reported offences in Hall Green. Of these six were classed as serious acquisitive
crimes.
The first was a burglary residential on Beech View where the suspect/s has gained entry to an
insecure garage and stolen tools. All lines of enquiry have been completed and the crime has
been filed.
The second was a burglary business/community on Painthorpe Lane where the suspect has
gained entry to the compound and stolen electrical items from a cupboard before making off. All
lines of enquiry have been completed and the crime has been filed.
The third was an attempted burglary business/community on Painthorpe Lane where the
suspect/s has tried to break the lock at the rear of the property but failed. All lines of enquiry have
been completed and the crime has been filed.
The fourth was an attempt burglary business/community where the suspect has tried to break into
a business on Hollingthorpe Lane without success. The suspect has been arrested and the
investigation is still ongoing.
The fifth was a burglary residential at Hollingthorpe Road where the suspect has broken in and
stolen a wheelchair. A suspect has been arrested and the investigation is still ongoing.
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The last was a burglary residential where the suspect broke into a garage on Hollingthorpe
Avenue and stole bicycles. A suspect has been arrested and the investigation is still ongoing.
The other crimes consisted of a damage on Copeworth Drive, an assault and a malicious
communications on Painthorpe Lane and a theft (other) on Hollingthorpe Grove.
Newmillerdam
There were four crimes reported in Newmillerdam. Of these two were classed as serious
acquisitive crimes.
The first was a burglary residential on Crab Lane where the suspect/s have entered an outbuilding
and stolen power tools. All lines of enquiry have been completed and no suspect/s have been
identified.
The second was a burglary business/community at La Fortezza where the suspect/s have gained
entry by forcing a window. A suspect has been arrested for this and the investigation is still
ongoing.
The other crime consisted of a theft from person on Almshouse Lane, an assault on Slack Lane

Anti-Social Behaviour:
Calder Grove
There were two ASB related calls in Calder Grove. One was regarding fly tipping on Broadcut Road
and the other was about graffiti on the railway bridge on Denby Dale Road.

Chapelthorpe
There were no ASB related calls in Chapelthorpe.

Crigglestone
There were five ASB related calls in Crigglestone. Two were regarding nuisance youths ringing on a
doorbell and jumping on a garage on Painthorpe Lane, an off-road bike on the All Blacks fields, youths
setting fire to a tree behind Church View and fly tipping on Micklewait Avenue.

Durkar
There were three ASB calls in Durkar and these were all about nuisance vehicles racing on Denby Dale
Road.

Hall Green
There was one ASB related call in Hall Green and it was about nuisance youths throwing stones at
someone’s window.
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Newmillerdam
There were no ASB calls in Newmillerdam.

Officer Activity:
PC 1845 Blore reports:
19/04/2018 between 1600 x 2000
I carried out foot patrols between the hours of 16:00 X 20:00 in full uniform.
I patrolled around Willow Garth Copse after the recent priorities from the meeting. I spoke to a
number of residents on the street and none stated that there was a problem with ASB. The area
that has been reported damaged is a wooded area in the middle of the cul-de-sac there didn’t
appear to be any new damage and the sapling trees mentioned were still in a growing state as the
damage was minor. I spoke to a number of young children who were playing in the woods and
grassed area but they knew nothing about the damage.
I walked along Painthorpe Lane but there was no obstruction from any vehicles or traffic lights I
assume that the work has been carried out and the temp lights have now been removed.
The grounds of the St James Church were checked and I spoke to the Vicar who thanked me for
patrolling the grounds. He stated that the grounds of St James church didn’t have a big issue with
ASB and from patrolling there was no evidence that kids are hanging around the grounds.
There were no issues in Betty Eastwood Park.
PCSO 438 Kuritzin reports:
24/04/2018 betwwen 2300 x 0100
Safe scheme carried out between 2300hrs and 0100hrs on 24/04/18. Areas patrolled were Hollin
Lane, Betty Eastwood Park, Painthorpe Lane, Wood Lane, Stoney Lane High Street and
Fishponds Lane.
Throughout the patrol there were no issues and no calls for service.

